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PY3150: Module 5 Social Psychology and Psychological Disorders 


Research 5.1 


Normal versus Abnormal Behavior 
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Examine the four criteria for abnormal behavior (statistical infrequency, disability or dysfunction, personal 


distress, and violation of norms) using the textbook, Wiley Media site, and the ITT Tech Virtual Library.  


 


Complete the following: 


 In your own words, define what "normal" and "abnormal" mean. 


 Locate and provide two scientific definitions of abnormal behavior—from the textbook, through 


online research, from a dictionary, or from any resource in the ITT Tech Virtual Library. 


 Describe the four criteria to be met for behavior to be considered abnormal and provide an example 


of each. 


 Discuss the need for multiple criteria and explain why one criterion is not enough to accurately 


classify abnormal behavior or a psychological disorder. 


 Can you think of any behavior you exhibit that might be considered abnormal if your own cultural 


norms were not taken into account? 


 Cite all sources used in the APA format, including at least three in-text citations from each source 


and a References page. 


Submission Requirements:  


Submit your responses in a Microsoft Word document of the following specifications: 


 Font: Arial, Size: 12 point 


 Line Spacing: Double  


 Length: 500 words 


 Citation Style: APA. Refer to the sample APA title page given in the handout titled “APA Title Page 


Format.” 


Evaluation Criteria:  


Your submission will be evaluated against the following criteria using the research rubric: 


 Did you define the terms normal and abnormal, in your own words? 


 Did you provide two scientific definitions of abnormal behavior? 


 Did you describe the four criteria used to classify behavior as abnormal and explain why these are 


needed? 




http://www.content.distance-education.itt-tech.edu/cliksdmrroot/content_directory/mount1/507393/PY3150_v1/apa_document.pdf



http://www.content.distance-education.itt-tech.edu/cliksdmrroot/content_directory/mount1/507393/PY3150_v1/apa_document.pdf



http://www.content.distance-education.itt-tech.edu/cliksdmrroot/content_directory/mount1/507393/PY3150_v1/ResearchRubric.xlsx
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 Did you provide a personal example of a behavior that might be considered abnormal when 


removed from your cultural context? 


 Did you find a minimum of three credible sources?  


 Do you incorporate helpful information from each of the sources?  


 Did you cite the sources correctly, using APA format? 


 Does your assignment meet the minimum word requirement (500 words)? 
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